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A light weight
modular support

system

pushchair

The new lightweight Snugseat Snappi
combines the familiar principals of

Tendercare’s original Snugseat with
the new versatile Snappi wheelbase.

This postural control management system
is particularly suited to young children,

and enhances the sitting position of your 
child using a series of modular pads.

The lightweight and robust Snappi
chassis provides a tilt in space facility

of 0 to 40 degrees, and has swivelling
front castors for easy manoeuvrability.

The quick  release Snappi interface
allows for easy fitting and removal

of the seat shell, and includes a
special 2 stage latch for extra

security.

Snugseat Snappi

The Snugseat Snappi  has been 
successfully impact tested to 

ISO 7176/19 for use as a seat 
in adapted vehicles.

Tendercare

The system is supplied with a full set of
covers, modular pads, 5 point harness, 

footrest and a pommel as standard, making 
it highly adaptable to your child’s needs.



Technical
Information

pushchair
Snugseat Snappi

Specifications Nursery Junior

Seat Width 150 - 300mm 150 - 340mm

 
Seat Tilt in Space 0 - 40º 0 - 35º 

Buggy Folded 771 x 571 x 573mm 798 x 684 x 560mm  

Chassis Weight 10Kg 11Kg

Max. User Weight* 40kg 40kg

Seat Depth 150 - 250mm 150 - 320mm

Back Height 550mm 610mm

Pushchair Size 944 x 684 x 992mm 960 x 684 x 998mm

Seat Weight 7Kg 8Kg

Total Weight 17kg 19kg

Available accessories include:

·Playtray (Black or Clear)
·Raincover
·Sun Canopy
·Equipment Carrying Tray
·Shopping Basket
·Chest Harness
·Harness Covers
·Frame Padding
·Quick Indoor Base Unit

Fabric options available (see swatches on the left)  
from top to bottom: 

·Navy with red piping
·Navy with pink piping
·Navy with sky blue piping
·Navy with orange piping.

Seat Shell and
Modular Padding

Quick Indoor
Base (raised)

*Maximum User 
Weight includes 
occupant and all 
accessories.
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